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nnon country far in the scale, and to render it
rpected by others, and happy in itself.

e ave deemed it necessary to enter upon thesebef remarks, for, called upon from many respecta-
ti rters for some statement of our political sen-
str-e, e feared that our silence might be miscon-
the toi an unwillingness on our part to lay before

b ic a statement of our own views upon the
shbjets which in this colony have so long agitated
"ie public mind.

'lJ0RX oF AF VOYAGE-BY M. DE CHARLEVOIX.

is, perhaps, no subject which has afforded awider field for discussion, with more unsatisfactory

tlul, than the original settlement of the Americ an

their ent. Theories innumerable have in turn had
advocates, and the opinions advanced by each

seeuo only to have been like men of straw, to be
tlshed by his successor, whose hypotheses in
ta " al before the more acute perception of some
ir antiquarian.

r t is almost a matter of regret that so much labo-

p reearch should have been expended to so little

deont. for, admitting that the question had been
nIively settled, we confess that we do not see

fr torresponding benefit the world would derive
co ' It assuredly must be of very immaterial
rquece whether the " oriinal" of the Ame-rmn di

part eindians may be Europe, Asia or Africa, or any
have Country of the three ; whether they may

or prung from the barbarous hordes of Arabia
sea-roving traders of Tyre and Carthage.
dvhe ed .must be its import to the Christian world

father , with the Persian fire-worshipers, their

their h niy have knelt to the burning sun, or offered
& o,,age to the ridiculous idols of India or

Ypt ; Whether they may have lent to the more
'Dr earnebut no less false gods of Greece and Rome,
Gaul ed froma the druidical superstitions of ancient
Cde, 'to offer up sacrifices of blood to their tutelary
ed t ,0 for such only could it have been design-

toPropitae a
these ate with offerings so horrible. Traces of
ens aye, and more than these-of the religion,
the , and tongues of almost every country of

World, 0ay, indeed, be found in some region orot}er of.t C

tr World vast and immeasurable extent of the wes-
to thr , and the industry which shall trace them
Perseïrfounldation, will far exceed in its untiring
h% ance any thing of which we can believe

it y capable,
r1%,na s to us, however, that besides'the hopeless-
so cll as inutility of the research, it implies

Mnd tg rore than a want of faith in the wisdom
Oresight Of the great founder of the universe, to

tipose that he should have formed so vast a con-
t, if not entirely equal to one half the

4p beo globe, without having a settled purpose
to 4 it, Or that he should have left it to chance

i With what race it should be inhabited.

These remarks have been suggested to us from a
re-perusal of a discourse with which M. de Charle..
voix prefaces his " Journal of a Voyage," made in the
beginning of the last century through the then
French Canadian colonies. This book is not by
any means sufficiently known in these Provinces,
for though the whole continent has changed its
rulers since the Journal was penned, the genius
and character of their people, remain virtually the
sane, or with only such modifications as time has
forced upon them. The Voyage was undettaken by
command of the French King, and the Journal is
written in a series of most interesting letters. It
ought to be in the hands of every Canadian student.
conveying, as it does, remarks descriptive of the
geography and natural history of the counrty, as
well as graphie and simple sketches of its original
inhabitants. The portraiture of Indian character
is, as far as our reading has afforded the means of
judging, true to life and nature, and the refiections
with which the whole is interspersed might not be
unprofitably read by those whose duty it is to gov-
ern the destinies of this vast dependency of the
British Empire.

Wè take the liberty of inserting here a short ex-
tract on the subject of a project which upwards of a
century ago, the French Government had in view,
to approximate these colonies more nearly to their
nominal and ostensible character, as dependencies of
the parent country, leaving the application of the
quotation to the judgment of the reader.

"For that purpose, it was designed to make some
settlements in proper places, where it would be easy
ta, as3emble the Indians, at leait for certain seasans
of the year. By this means, this vast country would be
insensibly filled with inhabitants, and perhaps, this is
the only method by which that project which the court
has so long had at heart of Frenchifying the Indians,
that is the tern they make use of, could be brought
about. I believe, I may at least affirm, that if this
method had been followed, Canada would have been
at present much better pcopled than it is ; that the
Indians drawn and kept together by the comforts and
conveniencies of life, which they would have found in
our settlements, would not have been so miserable,
nor so much addicted to a wandering life, and con-
sequently their numbers would have increased,
whereas they have diminished at a surprising rate,
and would have attached themselves to us imo such a
manner that we might now have disposed of them
as of the subjects of the crown."

Now, without any design of comparing the Cana-
dians of French origin to their Indian predecessors,
it seems to us altogether natural, that similar causes,
would now produce similar effects, and that the.
formation of English settlements among the French
population, by introducing an improved system of
business in general, and agriculture in particular,
would materially assist in the Alnglification of the
colony.

The following extract, as exhibiting the different
characters of the French and English colonjsts, as
well as affording a clue to their apparently dispropor-
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